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Abstract: We assessed the taxonomic relationships of an endangered Japanese
small salamander, Hynobius hidamontanus Matsui, 1987, and its close relative
H. tenuis Nambu, 1991 electrophoretically and found that they were not clearly
distinguished from each other. This result, together with available morphological
and ecological information, strongly indicates that H. tenuis Nambu, 1991 is a
subjective junior synonym of H. hidamontanus Matsui, 1987. By this conclusion,
the total distribution range of H. hidamontanus is greatly expanded, but its
endangered status and the necessity of its conservation is not be changed since
the habitats of this species are fragmented and not continuous. The distribution
pattern of this species is interesting from the viewpoint of biogeography.
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INTRODUCTION

Reliable taxonomic identification of animals
forms a fundamental basis for estimating species richness, which forms the most important
basis in conserving animal biodiversity (May,
1995). Through the use of biochemical techniques, the presence of many new species has
been elucidated in various animals, and this
has rapidly increased the known species diversity of animals including amphibians (e. g.,
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status;

Conservation;

Biogeography;

Glaw et al., 1998).
Pertinent taxonomic identification of populations of a species also affects appropriate
measures of conservational and protective status of each species. Currently, species formerly
considered to be widespread in their distribution and omitted from "Red List" tend to
be split into several distinct species, and
each of these needs new conservation measures
because of its more restricted range of distribution (e. g., Nishikawa et al., 2001).
However, though the number of cases is
fewer, more than one species hitherto considered to be distinct from others has been
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proven to be identical to another species
through extensive biochemical studies. We
herewith report such a case found in two
species of Japanese hynobiid salamanders.
Matsui (1987) described a salamander, H.
hidamontanus, from a montane region of
Nagano Prefecture, central Honshu, mainland
of Japan, on the basis of morphological and
biochemical evidence. The species was later
listed as an endangered species in IUCN
(IUCN, 1996) and Japanese (Matsui, 2000a)
Red Data Books. On the other hand, Nambu
(1983) reported the occurrence of hynobiid
salamanders from montane regions of Toyama
and Niigata Prefectures, surrounding Nagano.
Although Matsui (1987: 62) pointed out that
these salamanders share diagnostic characteristics with H. hidamontanus, Nambu (1991)
described them as a separate species, H.
tenuis, on the basis of a specimen from
Arimine, Ooyama-machi, Toyama Prefecture.
Nambu (1991), while also considering this
species to be closely related to H. hidamontanus Matsui, 1987 in sharing several morphological characteristics, such as the lack
of the fifth toe, the small number of vomerine
teeth, and similar body proportions, argued
for its difference from the latter in skull
morphology (Nambu, 1991: 995).
Nambu (1991), however, did not make any
quantitative analyses such as statistical comparisons of morphological characteristics using
a large number of specimens or electrophoretic assessment of genetic differentiation,
both of which are routine in the taxonomic
study of hynobiid salamanders (e. g., Matsui
and Miyazaki, 1984; Matsui, 1987; Matsui
et al., 1992).
The taxonomic validity of H. tenuis, therefore, remains dubious (Matsui, 1996b, 2000a),
but no study has been conducted to reassess
the taxonomic relationship of this species
and H. hidamontanus.
Because, as noted
above, H. hidamontanus is now considered
to be endangered (IUCN, 1996;Matsui, 2000a),
elucidation of the taxonomic relationships
of H. tenuis and H. hidamontanus has become
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urgent from the viewpoint of species conservation.
Small salamanders of the genus Hynobius
exhibit high inter- and intraspecific variations
in morphology, and, therefore, species identification is usually difficult without locality
information (Matsui and Miyazaki, 1984). For
studies of intra- and interspecific variations
and taxonomy among morphologically similar
urodelan species, electrophoretic studies contribute the best data (e.g., Matsui et al., 1992,
2000; Jackman and Wake, 1994; Highton,
1999). Indeed, recent genetic analyses by
electrophoresis have elucidated many taxonomic problems in Hynobius (e. g., Matsui
1987; Nishikawa et al., 2001). Herein, we
examined the taxonomic validity of H. tenuis
chiefly by means of this technique.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The small Japanese salamanders generally
occur allopatrically (Matsui, 1996a), and only
one species has been recorded from each of
the type localities of H. hidamontanus and
H. tenuis (Matsui, 1996b). Therefore, there
is little possibility that samples collected from
each of these localities will include more than
one species. In addition to this, H. hidamontanus closely resembles H. lichenatus in
external morphology (Matsui and Matsui,
1980), but is reported to form a genetic
group not with the latter but with H. nebulosus (Matsui, 1987). We therefore used both
H. lichenatus and H. nebulosus for comparisons. Further, because populations of many
small Japanese salamanders are in decline
(Matsui, 2000a), we need to refrain from
collecting a large number of specimens.
Bearing this in mind, we used a total of 46
specimens to evaluate genetic relationships
among four species: H. tenuis from Toyama
(sample 1, topotypic population, N=13), and
Gifu (sample 2, N=7) Prefectures, H. hidamontanus from Nagano Prefecture (sample
3, topotypic population, N=16), and one
population each of H. nebulosus from Shiga
Prefecture (sample 4, N=4) and H. lichenatus
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FIG. 1. A map of northern CentralHonshu, Japan, showing sampled localities
of hynobiid Species
used in thisstudy. For sample numbers, referto text.Coarselydottedarea>1000m asl. Finelydotted
area>2000m asl.

from Yamagata Prefecture (sample 5, N=6)
(Fig. 1).
In the laboratory, liver samples were removed
from fully anesthetized salamanders and stored
at -84 C. Voucher specimens were fixed in
10% formalin, preserved in 70% ethanol,
and deposited in the Graduate School of
Human and Environmental Studies, Kyoto
University (KUHE) (see Appendix). Supernate
fraction and homogenates were examined by
standard horizontal starch gel electrophoresis
(Shaw and Prasad, 1970; Ayala et al., 1972),
containing Starch Art (Starch Art Corp.,
Smithville, USA) and Connaught starch
(Connaught Lab., Ontario, Canada) mixed in

a 4:1 ratio and then suspended in buffer at
a concentration of 11.5%. Enzymes examined, locus designations, and buffer systems
employed are listed in Table 1. Staining
methods, genetic interpretations of allozyme
data, enzyme nomenclature, E. C. numbers,
abbreviations, and isozyme designationsfollow
Nishikawa et al. (2001).
We studied 19 enzyme systems coded by
24 presumptive loci (Table 1). Genetic variability for each sample was assessed by the
standard analyses: percentage loci polymorphic (P, a locus is considered as polymorphic unless the frequency of the most common
allele exceeds 0.95), the mean heterozygosity
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variations

species.

by direct count (H), and the mean number
of electromorphs per locus (A).
In order to estimate overall genetic divergence among samples, we calculated two
genetic distances: Nei's (1978) unbiased genetic
distance and modified Rogers' distance (Wright,
1978). We inferred patterns of phenetic similarities among samples from Nei's (1978)
distance clustered by the UPGMA algorithm
(Sneath and Sokal, 1973), and modified
Rogers' distance clustered by the Neighborjoining (NJ) procedure (Saitou and Nei,
1987). Hynobius lichenatus (sample 5) was

designated as an outgroup in the NJ method.
We ran these analyses by employing BIOSYS-1 (Swofford and Selander, 1981) and
PHYLIP
vers. 3.5 C computer programs
(Felsenstein,

1993).
RESULTS

Fifty-two alleles were detected at 24 putative loci of which 16 (other than mAat-A,
mAcoh-A, Fumh-A, Gtdh-A, sMdhp-A, PgmA, Sdh-A, and Sod-A) were variable (Table
2). The most variable loci were Gda-A,
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Gpi-A, and Pgdh-A,
each with four alleles,
followed by Adh-A, G3pdh-A, mIdh-A, LdhB, sMdh-A,
and Xdh-A,
each with three
alleles. Adh-A in H. nebulosus,
and sAat-A,
Adh-A, Hbdh A, and sMdh A in H. lichenatus
were fixed by unique
alleles that were not
shared with other species. We found no unique
alleles in either H. tenuis or H. hidamontanus.
TABLE
numbers,

2.
refer

heterozygosity

Allele

frequencies

to Fig.
by direct

1 and text.
count.

at 16 polymorphic
A=mean

number
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However, we found some differentiations of
allelic frequencies in Gda-A, Gpi-A, and LdhA, among H. tenuis and H. hidamontanus
(samples 1-3).
The mean number of electromorphs per
locus (A) varied from 1.1 to 1.3, the percentage of polymorphic loci (P) from 4.2 to
25.0, and the mean heterozygosity (H) from
loci

of Hynobius

of alleles

per locus;

samples

examined.

P=percentage

For

sample

of loci; H=mean
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0.00 to 0.03 (Table 2). The highest A, P,
and H values were found in H. nebulosus
(sample 4), while the lowest A value was seen
in H. tenuis from Gifu Prefecture (sample
2) and H. hidamontanus (sample 3), and the
lowest P and H values were shown by H.
tenuis from Gifu Prefecture (sample 2).
As shown in Table 3, the highest Nei's
(1978) and modified Rogers' distances were
obtained between H. tenuis (sample 2) and
H. lichenatus (sample 5) (0.46 and 0.60,
respectively). By contrast, the lowest distances
were found between H. tenuis from Toyama
Prefecture (sample 1) and H. hidamontanus
(sample 3) (0.01 and 0.10, respectively).
Results of UPGMA and NJ analyses are
shown in Fig. 2. In both phenograms, H.
tenuis from Toyama Prefecture (sample 1)
joined with H. hidamontanus (sample 3)
first, and then with H. tenuis from Gifu
Prefecture (sample 2): the two populations
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of H. tenuis were not clustered as one group.
In the UPGMA tree, relationships among the
three groups, the tenuis-hidamontanus group,
H. nebulosus (sample 4), and H. lichenatus
(sample 5) were not solved clearly, but distances among them were substantially large.
TABLE 3. Matrix of Nei's (1978) unbiased
genetic distance (above diagonal) and modified
Rogers' distance (Wright, 1978: below diagonal).
Diagonal numbers show the numbers of loci fixed
by unique allele(s).

FIG. 2. UPGMA tree based on Nei's (1978) unbiased genetic distances (A) and an NJ tree based on
modified Rogers distances (Wright, 1978) rooted by the outgroup (sample 5) (B), among five samples
studied. For sample numbers, refer to text.
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DISCUSSION

Recent biochemical reassessments of the
Japanese small salamanders have resulted in
elucidating the presence within a named species of many genetically distinct populations
that require taxonomic splitting (cf. Matsui,
2000b). However, the present biochemical
study of H. hidamontanus and H. tenuis has
provided an opposite conclusion, i.e., the two
species are genetically conspecific.
As shown by the values of A, P, and H,
each sample of H. hidamontanus and H.
tenuis did not exhibit particularly great
genetic differentiation within a locality, and
so there was little possibility of there being
a mixture of more than one species. The
topotypic populations of H. tenuis from
Toyama and H. hidamontanus from Nagano
Prefectures first formed a group with the
smallest genetic distance (Nei's D=0.01) among
all pairs compared, and the other population
of H. tenuis from Gifu Prefecture had a sister
relationship to this group. This very small
genetic differentiation between the topotypic
populations offers little support for taxonomic
separation of these two species.
Matsui (1987) reported the Nei's (1978) D
between H. hidamontanus and H. nebulosus
to be 0.30, which value is smaller than what
we found in this study (0.46), notwithstanding
the use of the same populations in the two
studies. This discordance might have been
induced by differences in specimens used,
number of loci examined, and the electrophoretic conditions, especially the larger number of buffer systems employed in this study
which might have separated more electromorphs. In this way, the absolute genetic
distances derived from allozymic data themselves are variable, and were not directly used
for outlining species boundaries. Relative
distances from allozymic data, however, show
a good taxonomic standard (Matsui, 2000b).
Hynobius tenuis and H. hidamontanus are
genetically not considered to be different
species because their genetic distances are
much smaller than are found among already
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named species or even within one species of
Hynobius (D>0.22: e.g., Matsui 1987; Matsui
et al. 2000; Nishikawa et al. 2001).
Allelic compositions of Gda-A, Gpi-A, and
Ldh-A show some geneticfragmentation among
H. tenuis and H. hidamontanus (samples 1-3).
Matsui (1987) already reported genetic variations in H. hidamontanus. Namely, he found
fixed differences in two loci and Nei's
(1978) D of 0.20 between two populations
of this species. However, he treated them as
one species because of their morphological
similarities.
Nambu (1991) argued that H. tenuis is
specifically distinct from H. hidamontanus
on the basis of different conditions in five
skull characters (angle of articulation of
maxilla and premaxilla, length and shape of
maxilla, shape of premaxilla, shape of vomer,
and proportion of vomerine teeth series).
However, the skull morphology sometimes
greatly varies even within a single species in
Hynobius salamanders (Ebitani, 1952).
Our preliminary examinations of morphological variations in H. tenuis and H. hidamontanus specimens includingthose from their
type localities revealed the absence of tangible
differences in these two species (Matsui,
1996b; Matsui et al., unpublished data). In
addition to these morphological similarities,
descriptions in the literature (Matsui and
Matsui, 1980;Nambu, 1983)and our extensive
ecological observations in the field strongly
indicate that they live and spawn in very
similar habitats (slowly flowing water in
marshes and swamps near montane forests),
and share a similar ecological niche.
From these lines of evidence, we have no
other choice but to conclude that H. tenuis
Nambu, 1991, is a subjective junior synonym
of H. hidamontanus Matsui, 1987, and that
separation of the two species even at the
subspecific level is not necessary. Although
no further studies have been made, the population of a salamander from O-umi, Niigata
Prefecture (Matsui, 1987) should also be
included in this species from its diagnostic
characteristics (see Matsui, 1987: 62).
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A case similar to that reported in the present
paper has been known in some plethodontid
salamanders; Feder et al. (1978) found little
allozymic variation between Plethodon dunni
and P. gordoni and also found that none of
the diagnostic characters mentioned in the
original description of P. gordoni were reliable. Consequently, they (Feder et al., 1978)
synonymized P. gordoni as a color variant
of P. dunni.
The discovery of H. hidamontanus (Matsui
and Matsui, 1980; Matsui, 1987)and H. tenuis
(Nambu, 1983, 1991) filled the distributional
gaps of lentic breeding salamanders known
previously (Sato, 1943; Nakamura and Ueno,
1963; Matsui and Miyazaki, 1984). The
geohistory of the Japanese islands including
the formation of the Fossa Magna (=ItoigawaShizuoka tectonic line) was supposed to have
strongly affected the formation of patterns
in distribution and divergence of these animals
(Matsui, 1987; Matsui et al., 2000; Nishikawa
et al., 2001).
Until now, the high montane region of the
Hida Mountains could be considered a
geographic barrier that had promoted the
divergence of H. hidamontanus and H. tenuis,
occurring on its eastern and western sides,
respectively. The close genetic similarities
demonstrated in the present study, however,
indicate the invasion either (1) from west of
the population ancestral to the present eastern
population (H. hidamontanus sensu stricto),
or (2) from east of the ancestral population
of the present western population (H. tenuis),
possibly through a route north of the northernmost edge of the Hida Mountains.
The relationships among H. hidamontanus
(sensu lato), H. nebulosus, and H. lichenatus
were not clearly resolved in the present study,
but through the use of more extensivesamples,
Matsui (1987) considered that H. hidamontanus belongs to one of the two large lineages of Japanese lentic breeding Hynobius
and is phylogenetically closer to H. nebulosus
from western Japan than to the eastern lineage
including H. lichenatus. If this is the case,
the first hypothesis advanced above seems
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more plausible. Hynobius hidamontanus (now
including H. tenuis) occurs on the western
side of the Fossa Magna and H. lichenatus
occupies its eastern side (Matsui, 1987). If
these two species actually belong to different
lineages, as stated above, the possible dichotomy in the lentic breeding Hynobius in older
times might have prevented further eastwards
invasion of H. hidamontanus.
The present results greatly expand the range
of distribution of H. hidamontanus, which
was formerly limited to around the type
locality in Hakuba Village, Nagano Prefecture
(Matsui, 1987, 2000a). The species (sensu
stricto) has been listed in Red Data Books
for the reason that its habitats are limited
and being destroyed (IUCN, 1996; Matsui,
2000a). We need to maintain this conservational status of H. hidamontanus because,
even after synonymizing H. tenuis with it,
the actual habitats, though ranging over a
seemingly large area, are largely isolated
from each other and the size of each local
population is obviously very small (Matsui,
2001: 198).
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APPENDIX

Materials examined
Voucher specimens used for electrophoresis
are stored at the Graduate School of Human
and Environmental Studies, Kyoto University
(KUHE).
Sample 1: Hynobius tenuis from Ooyamamachi, Toyama Prefecture (KUHE 1323613248).
Sample 2: H. tenuis from Shirakawa-mura,
Gifu Prefecture (KUHE 13262-13263, 1326513269).
Sample 3: H. hidamontanus from Hakubamura, Nagano Prefecture (KUHE 9481, 94849485, 9498-9510).
Sample 4: H. nebulosus from Hino-cho,
Shiga Prefecture (KUHE 9599-9600, 1693716938).
Sample 5: H. lichenatus from Oguni-cho,
Yamagata Prefecture (KUHE 18421, 1842618427, 18432, 18436-18437).
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